In this paper, we propose an algorithm for estimating dense shape and motion of dynamic piecewise planar scenes from region correspondences using factorization. Region correspondences are used since they are e asier to establish and more r eliable than either line or point correspondences. The image measurements required a r e the centroid and area for each region. Singular value decomposition is employed t o n d the basis of range space of the motion, shape, and surface normal matrices. By imposing model constraints, motion, shape, and surface normal can be r ecovered only from region correspondences.
Introduction
Recovering 3-D shape and motion from image sequences is an important task in computer vision. The existing methods can be classi ed into two categories: the feature based and the optical ow based. The accuracy of structure and motion estimates depends on the accuracy of feature correspondences and optical ow. Most of the existing structure from motion algorithms use point or line features. This paper uses regions to estimate image motion and thereby 3 D structure and motion. The use of regions is expected to reduce the sensitivity to noise, thus improving the estimates.
Several e orts have been made to solve the problem of structure from motion using region information. Sull and Ahuja 11 proposed a region-based method to estimate the 3-D structure and motion of textured piecewise planar surfaces. They assume that each plane has at least four regions, and use Hough transform to estimate the second order image ow and to perform region matching. A closed form solution is then obtained by solving the ow eld equations. Negahdaripour and Lee 10 estimate rst order optical ow. They prove that in order to recover the motion and 3-D planar structure, at least two image regions with distinct rst order ow structures have to be identi ed. Using the coe cients of the ows for such regions, a closed form solution for the camera motion and the orientation of the surface normals of the regions are found. Lee and Cooper 5 approximate a 3-D surface by planar patches. Region matching between images is done by using a ne invariants. Having recovered the region matches, they give a closed form solution for motion and structure of the regions. Also, Schweitzer and Krishnan 6 approximate image motion induced by camera or object motion by a n a ne coordinate transformation and extract 3-D information directly from the a ne parameters. Their algorithm uses expressions involving six a ne parameters computed for each image patch. All these methods have to estimate parameters relating regions in motion. In this paper, we i n troduce a region-based factorization method for estimating dense shape and motion of textured, piecewise planar scenes directly from region correspondences.
Factorization for motion and structure estimation has been used in two related contexts under orthographic assumptions 1, 4, 2 . Singular value decomposition SVD technique is the key step for this family of algorithms. One purpose of SVD is to nd the basis for range space of parameter matrices, and the other purpose is to reduce measurement noise by directly exploring data model constraints rank theorem. Debrunner and Ahuja 1, 2 propose an algorithm based on factorization by assuming that motion is constant over a short period, which gives closed-form expressions of shape and motion for multiple objects motion. Tomasi and Kanade 4 factorize the feature point locations in image stream into the object shape and camera motion. A family of structure from motion algorithms using long sequences based on factorization has been developed 4, 3 , 8 . These algorithms use models ranging from orthographic projection model to a ne camera model and point correspondences to line correspondences. In this paper, we propose an algorithm that uses region features assumed to lie on piecewise planar surfaces imaged under orthographic projection.
A m ultiscale segmentation of all image frames is performed and the regions are matched 12, 9 . The centroids and areas of regions are recorded in the relative position matrix and the area matrix. These two matrices carry information about motion and structure, which can be extracted by singular value decomposition followed by a normalization procedure. The key idea is that by including region area measurements into the motion and structure normalization step, both the 3-D coordinates of region centroids and the corresponding planar patch normals can be computed, which means dense shape and motion can be recovered.
This paper is organized as follows. We rst analyze the data model -the relationship between the parameters to be estimated and the measurements. Then, an algorithm based on orthographic projection is presented followed by dense shape and motion solutions under weak-perspective and para-perspective models.
Finally, the algorithm is tested using synthetic data and real images.
Data Model
Suppose an object surface consists of R planar patches whose correspondences are known across image frames. Denote region r in f-th frame RE r;f , where r = 1 ; ; R ;f = 1 ; ; F . Due to the piecewise planar nature of the scene, the dense shape can be represented by 1 the centroid of each region , ! C r , which is a 3-D vector in the world coordinate system, and 2 the unit normal vector , ! n r . The objective then is to recover , ! C r and , ! n r for each region. The recovery is based on the locations and areas of image regions, since under rigidity constraint, the relative positions as well as the areas of the corresponding 3D planar patches are invariant to motion. Two measurement matrices, called relative position matrix and region area matrix are formed, and motion and structure are recovered from them by singular value decomposition.
Relative P osition Matrix
The relative region positions are represented by the relative position vectors, de ned to be , ! P r = , ! C r , , ! C ref ; r= 1 ; ; R , which gives the position of region r relative to some reference region Figure 1 
is a 2F 3 matrix representing motion rotation, and P = , ! P 1 ,! P R is a 3R,1 relative position matrix. Obviously,W is at most of rank three due to the fact that it is the product of a 2F 3 matrix and a 3 R , 1 matrix.
Region Area Matrix
Let S W be the actual area of a planar patch, S I be the area projected onto the image plane, and , ! n be the unit normal vector of the planar patch. Under orthographic projection model, let , ! N r be the weighted normal vector of patch r, i.e. , ! N r = S W , ! n r . Given R region correspondences in F frames, denote the area of region r in frame f as a f r = , ! k f T , ! N r , where r = 1 ; ; Rand f = 1 ; ; F . F orm an F R measurement matrix A as A = Clearly, the rank of matrix A is also at most three.
Shape and Motion Estimation
From the above analysis, we h a ve t wo measurement matrices: the relative position matrix and the region area matrix. These two measurement matrices are of at most rank three from the data model. We perform singular value decomposition on these two matrices and nd their best rank three approximates respectively. One purpose for this is performing denoising of the measurement matrices according to the data model. Because the inherent data model can only produce rank three measurement matrices, if the measurement matrices have rank larger than three, it must be caused by the measurement noise. So, the rank three approximation can be considered as noise ltering in the least squares sense. Another purpose of singular value decomposition is to nd the basis of the motion subspace, the shape subspace, and the surface normal subspace, after which w e can use the metric constraints to solve for motion matrix, shape matrix and surface normal matrix. where, Q 2 is an invertible 3 3 matrix and can be solved for in a normalization step.
Normalization: Solve for Q 1 and Q 2
From the above t wo factorization steps, we h a ve the a ne motion and structure up to the liner transforms Q 1 and Q 2 . In order to calculate the true solution, Q 1 and Q 2 have to be calculated by imposing metric constraints 4 .
The unknown variables include the 18 matrix components in Q 1 and Q 2 . Using the metric constraints ,
, ! k f = 0 ; 11 this non-linear data tting problem is solved by the Levenberg-Marquardt method.
Outline of the Algorithm
Based on the development in the previous sections, we n o w h a ve an algorithm for dense shape and motion estimation: nates , ! P r and surface normal , ! n r , since in region r, the 3D coordinates for every pixel , ! P satis es equation: , ! P , , ! P r T , ! n r = 0 .
Alternative Method for Motion, Shape and Surface Normal
In the algorithm described above, a non-linear data tting procedure is invoked to calculate Q 1 and Q 2 . Instead, a linear procedure can be used if the relative position matrix is more accurate than the region area matrix. We can rst calculate shape and motion from the relative position matrix using Tomasi and Kanade's algorithm 4, 13 .
From the metric constraints, i.e.
we obtain the system of 3 F over-determined equations for Q 1 
Experiments

Synthetic Data
The synthetic data used were created by simulating 200 planar patches in random 3D motion. 200 3D coordinates, 200 3D unit directional vectors, and 200 positive n umbers are generated randomly to simulate the centroids of the planar patches, the associated surface normals and the region areas, respectively. 5 0 random , ! i , , ! j , and , ! k 's are generated to represent 5 0 frames of random camera motion. The measurement matrices are then created by orthographic projection and perturbed by addicative Gaussian noise, which simulate the region tracking error and image noise. Figure 2ab show the sum of squared estimation error of motion and shape as a function of the variance of the Gaussian noise in pixels. We can see that the proposed method can obtain good estimates over a long sequence. Figure 3a shows the rst frame of a sequence in which a model house is placed on a rotating platform with angular velocity of 1 degree per frame. 10 frames are used for this experiment.
Real Sequence
Region detection and region matching is done by the algorithm proposed by T abb and Ahuja 9, 12 . The algorithm gives the region trajectories over F frames together with the 2-D region motion approximated by an a ne model. Figure 3b shows the regions obtained for matching by the multiscale segmentation algorithm. Figure 4a and Figure 4b show the computed dense shape from two di erent view directions. Figure 5 shows the image warped on the computed shape.
We can see that reasonably good scene structure has been reconstructed. Due to the fact that some regions are not planar in nature, e.g. the base of the house and the bushes in front of the house, and some regions are not detected consistently from frame to frame, e.g. an adjacent small region may merge with the region, errors in the computed dense shape are noticeable, e.g. boundary continuity b e t ween adjacent regions may be violated. Further re nement of the dense shape can be done by either an interpolation or an optimization procedure. We h a ve described a factorization based approach for recovering shape and motion of piecewise planar objects using region measurements of long video sequences. The surface normal of each region can be recovered from region area measurements which enables recovery of dense shape and motion. Compared with existing factorization methods which use constraints along x and y directions, we i n troduce the constraints in the depth direction. The advantage of the proposed method is that only region correspondences are required. The region correspondences can be more reliably established compared to either point or line correspondences. This method can be naturally integrated with multiscale image segmentation to yield a multiscale shape from motion.
